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Uepaa has launched its p2pkit SDK to help developers integrate proximity-based features

into their mobile apps. Interest in location-based technology has increased in the last two

years as companies seek new ways to improve customer engagement. This is an emerging

space that is getting a lot of attention, particularly around retail use cases. Uepaa is not

alone, and faces competition from other technologies enabling proximity-based services

such as Wi-Fi Aware and Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE).

The 451 Take

Uepaa has a first-mover advantage in the field of proximity-based services, given that

competing technologies such as Wi-Fi Aware are still evolving. As a first mover, the

company will need to create awareness in order to build market momentum; while not

impossible, it is a tall order for a young startup. This is made even more challenging by the

hype surrounding BLE technology, which has become synonymous with proximity-based

services. Uepaa faces an uphill climb to gain market traction, but its technology is a

valuable asset. Uepaa has developed an innovative product with unique capabilities, and its

technology has been tested and validated with its outdoor safety app. This puts Uepaa in a

good position to benefit from the growing interest in location-based services and makes it

an attractive target for acquisition by larger companies moving into the space.
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Context

Uepaa is a provider of peer-to-peer (P2P) communications headquartered in Zürich. CEO

Mathias Haussmann and CTO Franck Legendre founded the company in 2012. Uepaa has

raised $5m in two rounds backed by 3wVentures, investiere (Verve Capital Partners) and

ZKB Start-up Finance. The company has 11 full-time employees, of which seven work in

R&D and four in sales and marketing.

The interest in location-based technology has increased in the last two years. Companies

are looking at ways to eliminate friction and increase customer engagement; these include

marketing and promotions, discovery, and mobile payments. The relevance of this

technology is evident in recent M&A activity. 451 Research's M&A Knowledgebase shows a

total of 59 acquisitions in the mobility location sector in the last two years.

Uepaa's wireless P2P technology falls under the category for proximity-based technologies,

along with Wi-Fi Aware and BLE. Although still emerging, these technologies are getting a

lot of attention, particularly around retail use cases that will enable direct customer

engagement and communications. Other use cases for proximity-based capabilities include

trade shows and events, social networking, and gaming.

Product

The company's first product, Uepaa!, was launched in July 2013. Uepaa! is a mobile

application that turns smartphones into tracking, alerting and rescue devices. The app

allows users to alert for rescue from anywhere, including remote areas with no mobile

coverage. At the Mobile World Congress in Barcelona, the company launched HERE! a P2P

people-discovery app that notifies users about who is in their hyperlocal surroundings.

HERE! was developed to showcase the company's p2pkit, launched in April. P2pkit is a

hyperlocal peer-discovery software development kit (SDK) that allows developers and

companies to integrate proximity-based features into their products, services or mobile

applications. The p2pkit SDK allows apps to immediately discover their proximity to



applications. The p2pkit SDK allows apps to immediately discover their proximity to

nearby devices and users, verify their identity, and exchange information.

Key features of p2pkit include:

Fast and reliable nearby discovery. P2pkit is not limited to discoveries of two phones

only; it works at scale and even knows when peers leave.

Dynamic content exchange. P2pkit is not limited by connectivity, and can distribute

content even in areas without connectivity.

Cross-platform support: works on all major platforms and operating systems.

Uninterrupted and background-compatible. P2pkit is not limited to the foreground;

the user's experience does not stop when the phone enters the pocket.

Battery-efficient. Battery performance is better than traditional location-based

technologies relying on cell or GPS positioning.

Marketing

Uepaa seeks to market its p2pkit SDK globally; in the short term, the company will focus its

efforts on the US market. Uepaa does not target specific verticals outside of its existing

Safety application.

Specific segments where clients initially beta-tested the p2pkit SDK include:

Social networking (dating apps) and professional networking.

Event management for check-ins at bars and trade shows.

Enterprise productivity and team communications based on proximity and employee

interactions.

In-flight entertainment and gaming.

Mutual authentication for food and package deliveries.

Retail for small shops using tablets or smartphones for customer engagement.

Competition

A direct competitor for p2pkit is Google Nearby, which launched in July. Nearby provides a

proximity API for iOS and Android devices to discover and communicate with each other,



proximity API for iOS and Android devices to discover and communicate with each other,

as well as with beacons. Nearby uses a combination of Bluetooth, Wi-Fi and sound to

establish proximity.

Uepaa's p2pkit will compete with other technologies that enable proximity-based services.

These include Qualcomm's LTE Direct, an 'always on' device-to-device technology, and the

Wi-Fi Alliance's Wi-Fi Direct and Wi-Fi Aware standards, which allow devices to discover

and communicate directly with nearby devices and applications without relying on cellular

data or an Internet connection. BLE, a wireless personal area network technology, also falls

under this category.

So-called 'beacons' enabled by BLE have a strong head start in capturing mind share, as

well as early deployments in support of proximity marketing and commerce applications.

However, such deployments require businesses to both install and manage hardware in

addition to managing captured data. Wi-Fi Aware promises to make similar fine-tuned

context awareness possible, albeit in an altogether different way, via peer-to-peer groups of

Wi-Fi Aware devices that establish a presence 'heartbeat' that developers can tap into.

Also at play in the location ecosystem are mobile operators, although their network-driven

approaches to location lack the fine-grained nature of approaches discussed above.

Operators have one advantage: volumes and volumes of data generated by millions of

subscribers. Their ability to pinpoint users to a general area could be a strong complement

to other technologies that can track customers down to the aisle they are in or shelf they are

standing in front of.

WOT Anali

trength

Uepaa's p2pkit is market-ready, which gives the company a first-mover

advantage over competing technologies that are still evolving.



Weaknee

The company is well funded, but is a small player competing with much larger

companies. Competing technologies have gained top-of-mind awareness when

it comes to proximity-based services.

Opportunitie

The interest in location-based technology has increased in the last two years.

Companies are looking for ways to enable customer interaction and

communication.

Threat

Despite the hype, proximity-based services are still in very early stages. Google

has launched a competing product; the company has a huge portfolio of

products that can leverage Nearby and a large network of developers already

using other Google services.
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